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ABSTRACT

Formation of sexual identity in childhood has an important influence in the direction of its development, especially in the development of her character. Giving education that is not in accordance with their development will cause interference or irregularities in the future. This disorder can occur when a child is in phase phallic. In phase phallic children start developing disorders Oedipus complex, where it is marked with a child who wants something that is the opposite sex, in which the girls called the penis envoy and castration anxiety for male. This if left unchecked and not get treatment it will cause other disorders at later stages of development, and disorder in the later stages it can be up on stage gay or lesbian. So when a person is having sexual problems such as lesbian, then treatment in the form of Islamic psychology can be given to them.

Formulation of the problem in this research is, what are the strategies to treat lesbian according to Islamic psychology? . This is because researcher wants to find good treatment which is given to lesbian.

The method which used by researcher is descriptive qualitative research, with using phenomenology approach. For researcher to get comprehensive understanding about lesbian live, phenomenology is the right approach to use. This is because of in phenomenology, more research is required to examine and explore life when approaching the subject, wherein the subject itself here consists of three people, and all three are about the same age 23 years.

The results Showed that are can be reached with three steps, namely therapy of relaxation progressive, positive thinking and meditation dzikir. This therapy also must received support from family and guidance religion for accelerate the process the healing.